Solve the world’s toughest challenges at GE Global Research!

Join GE Global Research technologists on May 4th at the MIT Spring Career Fair to hear about technology and career opportunities for researchers at GE Global Research.

Visit the GE Global Research booth to speak to our researchers about job opportunities in the fields of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Materials Science, Physics and Chemical Engineering and more.

Who: Doctoral and Masters* candidates in engineering and science fields
Where: Morss Hall
When: May 4
11 a.m. – 4 p.m.

*MS level candidates are required to have unrestricted work authorization for the U.S.

At GE Global Research we redefine what’s possible, finding answers to some of the world's toughest problems. Find out more at www.ge.com/research, and connect with our technologists at http://edisonsdesk.com and http://twitter.com/edisonsdesk
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